Collagen XVII/BP180 protein expression in squamous cell carcinoma of the skin detected with novel monoclonal antibodies in archived tissues using tissue microarrays and digital microscopy.
Collagen XVII/BP180, a hemidesmosomal adhesion protein, is lost during normal keratinocyte maturation; however, it may be reexpressed upon malignant transformation. In this work, highly sensitive monoclonal antibodies 6D1 and 9G2 were produced, characterized, and used for the detection of collagen XVII in a tissue microarray series of archived samples of nonmelanocytic epithelial neoplasias, including 5 verruca vulgaris, 14 seborrheic keratosis, 38 actinic keratosis, 38 basal cell carcinoma (BCC), 15 basosquamous carcinoma, 58 squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), and 9 normal skin. Digital microscopy and a new tissue microarray software linking image and patient data allowed easy and validated evaluation and quality archiving of stained samples. In normal skin and benign epidermal lesions, collagen XVII protein was restricted to basal keratinocytes. However, possibly as a sign of undifferentiated/transformed state, it was widely expressed in SCC showing elevated levels around invasive tumor fronts with some staining in tumor adjacent stroma, endothelium, and histiocytes. Collagen XVII immunostaining of atypical keratinocytes in most actinic/solar keratosis supports the view of their malignancy and common origin with SCC. Squamous component of basosquamous carcinoma showed moderate reaction, whereas islets of BCC were mainly negative reflecting the diverse genotype and phenotype, and pathogenesis of SCC and BCC. These results suggest that collagen XVII neoexpression may be associated with early atypia/malignant transformation of keratinocytes. Further investigations are under way to analyze the potential of these antibodies for tracing progression and metastatic potential of skin tumors.